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This beautiful book illustrates the splendid ornamental lettering and decorative art in illuminated

Russian manuscripts dating from the 10th through the 16th centuries. It contains over 1,000 motifs

reprinted in full color from a rare book of design first published in France in 1870.Among the designs

are richly embellished letters from the Cyrillic and Greek alphabets, elaborate manuscript page

heads and ornate corners and borders. Many of the designs incorporate mythological creatures,

religious iconography, and design elements deeply rooted in early Slavic and Byzantine cultures.

There is a strong Celtic flavor as well.On page after page, the distinctive motifs in this collection

reflect the unique heritage of Russian design, a rich amalgam of East and West. Students of graphic

design and the decorative arts will find the book an invaluable reference. Graphic artists will find

these rare, copyright-free examples of medieval ornament, which lend themselves to color copying,

ideal for many kinds of projects.
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Great resource for Rus' Illuminations. Good printing. The notations of where the pieces of

illuminations are from are incredibly helpful. For begining illuminators, realize that the book only

gives portions of illuminations and not the whole manuscript. Also, the color scheme seems to be a

little off when comparing these pictures to the original manuscripts. There are a couple of places

where there is a use of one-tone color instead of a two-toned color and the metallics don't come

through very well.



I use this book as a reference for iconography, for the ancillary graphic designs that can be placed

on borders of the icon.

The book and CD were very useful in creating the medieval scrolls I create and use in my hobby. I

like them very much

Very good examples of Medieval Russian design. Very helpful.

My husband and I exchange ornaments every Christmas. His Masters is in Russian History so I

gave this to him for our first Christmas along with a Russian ornament and he loved it.
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